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The New World Order time for the reset? 

The time for the reset has almost arrived.  The “man behind the curtain” or the “hidden hand” 

is almost ready to be revealed.  They have nearly fully propagandized and seduced the masses 

(at least those who can be hypnotized) now all that is required is one more layer of terror and 

people will be begging for “protection” (repression).    They should be congratulated as it is 

quite an achievement for psyops to have the masses beg for enslavement.  

That we are almost ready for the “great reset” has been signalled by the outgoing Bank of 

England Governor Mark Carney.1  It is often true that when people leave a position, they feel 

free to speak candidly.  Carney is a globalist (ex- Goldman Sachs) central banker, all Central 

Bankers are globalists.   In case you have not noticed, we do not live in a purely “capitalist” 

system otherwise how can companies continue running that make no profits?   We live in a 

command economy run by Central Banks and corporate monopolies.   

What went wrong? 

Carney gives an over simplistic assessment of how we got into this mess (and he entirely 

leaves out the GFC and the neo-liberal economics that caused it). Later, the article will analyse 

what Carney said in some depth. For now, we will attempt to grasp the problem by trying to 

understand how we got here. The following observation by Carney is interesting; 

 

As well as coming at a domestic high cost to EMEs, this vast 

accumulation of safe assets has pushed down the global equilibrium 

interest rate – the rate that central banks must deliver in order to 

balance demand with supply and so achieve stable inflation [p.8] 

 

Here then is the crux of the problem (or at least one of them) as Emerging Market Economies 

(EMEs) have accumulated vast reserves of reasonably liquid “safe assets” (think here US 

dollars or their substitute…. usually Treasuries…. China has 1.3 Trillion in reserves). They have 

done this to cushion against external “shocks” (such as the GFC).  Countries that have such 

large reserves can use them to help adjust the value of their currencies etc when they need.  

The problem is that the Central Banks created so much new money through QE that much of 

 
1 The Growing Challenges for Monetary Policy in the current International Monetary and Financial System 
Speech given by Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England Jackson Hole Symposium 2019, 23 August 2019 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/speech/2019/the-growing-challenges-for-monetary-
policy-speech-by-mark-carney.pdf 
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it flowed to reserves outside the USA.   Therefore “cutting” interest rates will not help 

“stimulate” economies as much as they wish because they already have piles and piles of 

money (actually, zeros and ones) in their vaults (computer screens) and the banks and 

businesses have stopped investing. Just use easy money and cheap debt to buy-back your 

own shares and pay your shareholders a big dividend and yourself a fat salary.  Don’t worry 

about the workers or the fact that your factory is falling apart!  

You see, the problem is that the US dollar is the reserve currency (petrodollar) and many 

dollars are held by other countries as most trade takes place in dollars (US dollars not 

Zimbabwean dollars).  These off-shore dollars are called the Euro-dollar.  Alhambra 

Investments has an interesting analysis of the “Euro-dollar”2 – the take away point is that 

Federal Reserve interest rates has little, or no effect on the Euro dollar system and the Euro-

dollar is what provides liquidity between banks – in other words foreign off-shore banks use 

lots of dollars or their derivatives and the US has little influence over this (I know this is over 

simplified but I am no economist).  This is what happens when you “print” loadsamoney (using 

a keyboard) instead of putting people in jail.  You loose control of the system.  You create 

stagflation and bubbles everywhere.  I may not be an economist and I may be dumb but even 

I can see that.   The question is whether the smart people knew this would happen?   Did they 

plan this? 

 

 

 
2 Alhambra Investments Euro dollar https://www.alhambrapartners.com/2019/04/22/eurodollar-university-
the-overview/ 
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I believe that some of them did plan this.  Others (Central Bankers) did not know but they are 

waking up now and they realise that they are trapped, and they are terrified.  However, as we 

indicated in an earlier article, this is also linked with the return on energy; 

 

The economy is a surplus energy equation, not a monetary one, and 

growth in output (and in the global population) since the Industrial 

Revolution has resulted from the harnessing of ever-greater 

quantities of energy. But the critical relationship between energy 

production and the energy cost of extraction is now deteriorating so 

rapidly that the economy as we have known it for more than two 

centuries is beginning to unravel.3  

 

My opinion (for what it is worth) is that this is engineered because some people knew what 

was coming. They realised that the earth could not continue with the current rate of 

consumption and exponential population growth.  The solution (according to them) is a 

reduced global population (especially in Western Countries) and a return to neo-feudalism 

with a rich and powerful elite who use technology and repression (global warming etc)4  to 

control the masses.  The greatest control mechanism is the regulation of money because once 

you digitize the monetary system you control everything. 

 

Population predictions 

One website that draws the attention of conspiracy theorists is called “deagle”5 and it shows 

a shocking decline in population for countries like the UK, the US and Australia over the next 

five years (by 2025)6.  The population percentages from deagle have been plotted (by me) on 

 
3 Must read: Perfect storm energy, finance and the end of growth, Dr Tim Morgan Global Head of Research 
Tullett Prebon http://ftalphaville.ft.com/files/2013/01/Perfect-Storm-LR.pdf 
4 Is it coincidence that the last two major terrorist outrages (NZ and Portland?) were perpetrated by “eco-
fascists” that more violent methods (suicide/murder) are being considered by these “environmentalists” and 
note the name of the (non-violent) protest group; “extinction rebellion” – more fear, more violence –YOU WILL 
COMPLY.  This is obviously driven and organized by NGO’s.  Many of the people who protest will of course be 
totally unaware that they are just “useful idiots”. 
 5 I believe that deagle stands for the Desert Eagle, which is a semi-automatic handgun notable for chambering 
the largest centrefire cartridge of any magazine-fed, self-loading pistol.  The design was refined, and the pistols 
were manufactured by Israel Military Industries until 1995. Gaming "skins" for weapons can be purchased 
online this weapon appears in two Digital Trips: Conspiracy! and Alone (as the EMP Gun).  I have seen pictures 
of the Desert Eagle Conspiracy gaming skin that clearly have "Made in Israel" on the side. Using ICAAN will not 
reveal ownership of the domain name (information restricted): 
 http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx?pag=2&sort=GDP&ord=DESC 
6 Is 2025 the terminal date for 5G roll out? (LOL)  
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an online excel sheet.  The UK is the worst with a decline of 80% predicted by 2025 (that is 

eight out of every ten people dead).  The website purports to have calculated the population 

and GDP figures etc by using UN and CIA statistics. However, there is no way to question these 

figures as the “modelling” is not explained or available.  If (for example) the UK modelling is 

based on ridiculous “project fear” numbers, then we might expect a huge reduction.  So, this 

may well be a psyop, or head-fake (for want of an expletive) in order to induce fear but equally 

likely it cannot be discounted that depopulation is the goal of certain global elites. Perhaps 

we are seeing a sort of “wish list” rather than a prediction?  Note that the slack is taken up by 

the third world as average global population increases by 10%.  It is only the Western nations 

that suffer decimation (even Israel). What is interesting is that countries next to each other 

(Germany and Holland) have hugely different numbers.  This virtually rules out “nuclear war” 

or “plague”. It might be that these countries have been specifically targeted for civil unrest 

and note that all these countries are advanced economies and are therefore at the mercy of 

the monetary system.   It is becoming increasingly apparent that we have competing factions 

– globalist vs. nationalists or communist vs. neo-capitalist who are using the monetary system 

to achieve their ends.  Either that, or it is one big head-fake and they are both on the same 

side.7 The USA is a good example of this as the political system has been captured and no 

matter who is in power the same policies are churned out. What we are seeing here is a 

“pivot” to Asia as western nations decline. If Israel is targeted along with the West then this 

is anti-Zionist, anti-Trump propaganda and possibly neo-Marxist (George Sorros and crew) 

internationalists who also want monetary control but despise the Christian West and are 

willing to sacrifice 50% of the Israelis (the Zionist, Ashkenazi population?). Who knows?    

 

 

See the link for an enlarged % plot of the population changes. 8 As Rush Limbaugh noted; 

“That’s why I take the time breaking down what global government 

really is. It’s not the way it has been portrayed by conspiracy theories 

like the Trilateral Commission or the Council on Foreign Relations. It’s 

 
7 Watch this and decide for yourself.  Opposing factions or head-fake? Economic Optics Are Important, Trump 
Signals the Reset - Episode 1951a. https://youtu.be/vrTf082_iCg?list=UUB1o7_gbFp2PLsamWxFenBg 
8 Find the Excel sheet and plot online here: https://1drv.ms/x/s!AvBQlvhbPgprdo5Qk1jG6NNSTyQ 
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real! It’s a bunch of people who believe they are smarter and better 

than everybody else, who just simply have a mass craving for power 

and the access to money that that that will give them. They couch it 

all in improving lives, based on compassion and an attempt to 

establish a utopia”.9 

A bull in a China Shop 

Trump is acting like a bull in a China shop. It seems that China has outlived her usefulness and 

Poo-bear will no longer be emperor for life.  This is very interesting because it shows clearly 

how the head-fake has been done. 

• First you open-up China (Nixon-Kissinger)10 

• Then you export all the jobs and manufacturing to China 

• Then you import loads of cheap crap made in China 

• Then you extend credit and increase debt to distract your unemployed people and 

stagnant economy and give them the illusion of wealth by increasing house prices 

which is really a function of the dollar (and all fiat currencies) losing value through 

money printing. 

• Then you collapse the Chinese economy on the pretext of “getting the jobs back” (they 

will go elsewhere anyway e.g. Vietnam). 

• Then you collapse the global economy to wipe out the dollar debt and introduce a new 

currency 

As one online joker puts it:  

Xi say "I show you Trump, I devalue my worthless currency, so we sell cheaper still while 
paying your tariffs" 
Xi slave say "oh no master, oil costs more and so do soybeans and pork and--everything we 
need to survive" 
Xi say " use our dollar reserves to buy more oil and food" 
Xi slave say "oh no master, we have run out of dollars--now yuan worth even less" 
Xi say "tell them 'belt and road'--just keep saying 'belt and road'" 
Xi slave say "Master, even Africans want dollars, no want yuan. Say they cannot buy 
Cadillac’s and Mercedes with yuan" 
Xi say "oh ****" 
 

 
9 https://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2019/08/19/conspiracy-theories-no-just-explaining-liberalism/ 
10 Nobody could trade with China until 1972 due to US sanctions, then because the US economy was failing 
Nixon went to China and did a deal to save the American economy. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nixon_shock 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Nixon%27s_1972_visit_to_China 
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This is indeed funny and probably a good summary of the situation, however, it is not so funny 
once you realise that many innocent Chinese will suffer and die.11 China will experience 
internal strife that will be put down violently and no matter how oppressive the Chinese 
government is, ordinary people do not deserve this.  The West has behaved woefully towards 
the Chinese people – first acting as drug dealers (the opium wars) and then seducing them 
with fake capitalism (the hopium war) before destroying them. If you really want to know 
what is happening with Hong Kong read the following excellent article:  
 
 
 
Hong Kong – The Battleground for the Hegemony of Dollar 
http://viewsandpreviews.com/hong-kong-the-battleground-for-the-hegemony-of-dollar/ 
 
 
 
This is all about the dollar maintaining the status of global “reserve” currency.  Trump has 
ordered all US businesses to come home and is tightening the China screws.  However, Trump 
is not the only one playing games as there are others out there who no longer want the dollar 
at all.  The dollar has lost nearly all is value because of QE (money printing) and this has been 
done on purpose.  It looks like the yuan will not be the “next” global currency as Carney 
himself observes; 
 
 
 

And the most likely candidate for true reserve currency status, the 
Renminbi (RMB), has a long way to go before it is ready to assume the 
mantle.  And the Renminbi is now more common than sterling in oil 
future benchmarks, despite having no share in the market prior to 
2018. [p.13] 

 
 
 
 
This exactly what the article above (about Hong Kong) says.  Dollar hegemony is threatened 
by the yuan (Renminbi).12  Therefore, China must be destroyed. However, the dollar is 
virtually unsalvageable.  The only thing that may help dollar hegemony is a war. As Carney 
remarks; 
 
 

 
11 China loses five million jobs in trade war 
http://www.asianews.it/news-en/China-loses-five-million-jobs-in-trade-war-47605.html 
Just Like Dominoes: There Are Many More Banks at Risk Of Failing In China 
https://speculatorsanonymous.com/articles/china-bank-failing/ 
12 There is essentially no difference. The renminbi is the official currency of the People's Republic of China, and 
translates to “people's money.” Its international symbol is CNY (or CNH in Hong Kong; but abbreviated RMB, 
with the symbol ¥). 
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Past instances of very low rates have tended to coincide with high risk 
events such as wars, financial crises, and breaks in the monetary 
regime. [p.8] 

 
 
One comment (from another conspiracy theorist LOL) has a very interesting insight:  
 
The new Chinese-created AC Chain crypto currency blockchain will be the SDR-related world 
currency13 that will allow the international banking elite to digitize every tangible asset on 
earth, and they will then exert total control over all of it. Lynette Zang explains: "The goal is 
to capture your wealth, and when the say this is the LAST wealth transfer mechanism, they 
mean it because they want it all. All of it." Intel Software designer Brad peters takes it one 
step further, saying: "If a global crypto coin controlled by the Bank for International 
Settlements (BIS) comes to internationalize PROPERTY onto their crypto blockchain, they get 
their one world government and one world currency all in the same stroke. This IS your 1988 
(2018 prediction) Economist magazine cover."14 Yes, this guy thinks they are going to chip us 
as well.15   Last September I wrote an article pondering the possibility that cryptocurrencies 
and blockchain may serve as a red herring gateway to a global 5G-driven electronic 
implantable currency controlled by the same Rothschild-led central bankers who control all 
other global monetary assets ...the list of the cryptocurrency and blockchain companies which 
DCG owns is truly staggering. It appears that the Bitcoin cult has been duped by none other 
than the Rothschild/Rockefeller-controlled New York Fed, which appears to be driving the 
blockchain train. That probably explains why nearly all Bitcoin “mining” has moved to China. 
And why David Rockefeller’s social credit-based “China model” is leading to way towards 
global enslavement one block and chain at a time. 
 
 
Of course, this is all tin-foil-hat stuff.  Put on the straight-jacket and cart this imbecilic moron 
away.  Until you read what Carney says: 
 
 

When change comes, it shouldn’t be to swap one currency hegemon 
for another. Any unipolar system is unsuited to a multi-polar world. 
We would do well to think through every opportunity, including those 
presented by new technologies, to create a more balanced and 
effective system.   [p.5] 
 

 
13 The SDR (Special Drawing Rights) is an international reserve asset, created by the IMF in 1969 to supplement 
its member countries' official reserves. ... The value of the SDR is based on a basket of five currencies—the U.S. 
dollar, the euro, the Chinese renminbi, the Japanese yen, and the British pound sterling. 
14 Bankers' New SDR Crypto Blockchain Will Enslave Humanity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sG3Ju8AhCKM 
15 https://hendersonlefthook.wordpress.com/2019/04/09/the-feds-5g-blockchain-enslavement-plan/ 
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So, not only will 5G give you faster access to porn and violence, it will track and enslave you 
to a crypto currency and it has the added benefit of antennae sickness that will fry your brain. 
The whole solution in one easy package – turn the population into brain dead autistic cancer 
ridden zombies and expedite the depopulation agenda.  Perhaps you will need the tin-foil hat 
after all.  It seems that the more balanced effective system does not necessarily require your 
participation (LOL).16 
 

Death Throes 
 
What you are seeing are the death throes of the dollar.   Can the “chosen one” save the US 
empire and MAGA?   Probably not.  But by the time they are finished both China, Iran and the 
USA will be devastated.  I expect a new entity to emerge “Phoenix like” from the ashes of the 
Middle East.17  Whatever emerges they have already had a practice run on the technologies 
in China and they know that they work (Social Credit Scores and facial recognition).  They will 
be omnipotent (all powerful through their crypto currency) and omniscient (through their 
psychoanalysis and social prediction algo’s) and omnipresent (through their surveillance).   
 
They will be your new gods and you will love it.   They will control what you buy or sell.  You 
want a New Testament?  Suddenly your account no longer works. Criticize dear leader? 
Suddenly you cannot purchase food for a week.   You think I am exaggerating…. the new 
system will capture everyone, and it is called……. ta da………. freedom (Libra)18  In the words 
of Carney; 
 
 
While the likelihood of a multipolar IMFS (International Monetary and Finance System) might 
seem distant at present, technological developments provide the potential for such a world 
to emerge. Such a platform would be based on the virtual rather than the physical. The most 
high profile of these has been Libra – a new payments infrastructure based on an 
international stablecoin fully backed by reserve assets in a basket of currencies including the 
US dollar, the euro, and sterling.  
 

 
16 2019 is likely to be the year of 5G rollout around the world. Did anyone ask you about 5G? There are lots of 
problems surrounding 5G and you will not be able to avoid the antennae’s whether you have a phone or not. 
The roll out of 5G that is authorized by the FCC, in conjunction with other U.S. agencies (DoD, CIA, FBI, etc.), is 
another experiment in the weaponization of the internet and all digital technologies that surround it, including 
the use of cell phones, wireless broadcasting, wireless computers, and the 100 billion wireless devices that will 
be connected to the Internet of Things in the next few years. Please read and do your research: Antenna Sickness 
is Everywhere Now [Posted on Sunday, February 5, 2017]   https://manhattanneighbors.org/antenna-sickness/ 
17 Remember the 1988 cover of the Rothschild owned Economist Magazine predicting a “one wold currency” 
called the “Phoenix coin”? 
18 The name comes from the Roman unit of weight. It’s also an attempt to evoke a sense of freedom by using 
the French-derived “lib,” meaning free. The Latin word libra was “balance” or “scales,” and this is where the 
astrological sign gets its name. Justice, balance, and peace. Not exactly what comes to mind when you think of 
a cryptocurrency. Anything to do with the Zodiac Sign? 
 https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2019/06/235755/facebook-libra-cryptocurrency-astrology 
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It could be exchanged between users on messaging platforms and with participating retailers. 
There are a host of fundamental issues that Libra must address, ranging from privacy to 
AML/CFT and operational resilience. In addition, depending on its design, it could have 
substantial implications for both monetary and financial stability. 
 
The Bank of England and other regulators have been clear that unlike in social media, for 
which standards and regulations are only now being developed after the technologies have 
been adopted by billions of users, the terms of engagement for any new systemic private 
payments system must be in force well in advance of any launch. 
 
As a consequence, it is an open question whether such a new Synthetic Hegemonic Currency 
(SHC) would be best provided by the public sector, perhaps through a network of central bank 
digital currencies. [p.14] 
 
 
 

Meet Dear Leader 
 
 

 
 
 
 
I believe that they are just trolling the public.  Even the elite are not stupid enough to put 
Zuckerberg in charge.  This is just a trial-balloon that will make any alternative look like a sane 
and reasonable choice.  They are truly evil and completely insane. I am starting to believe that 
David Icke was correct – they are shape shifting reptiles.   These are the “partner” companies 
that back Libra (now you know your enemy): 
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This is Hegelian Dialectic writ large, namely a thesis or statement of an idea, which gives rise 
to a second step, a reaction or antithesis that contradicts or negates the thesis, and third, the 
synthesis, a statement through which the differences between the two points are resolved.  
We might say the thesis is open borders globalism, the anti-thesis closed borders nationalism 
with the synthesis being …centralized Jewish world rule.   And this is how it will end but it will 
be Jesus Christ in charge and the evil money lenders (merchants), and the beast worshipers 
will all be killed.  
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